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genous bodies.

the doors of the school-house close in the afternoon upon the lished by the Imperial Academy of Science at St. Petersburg , under

school-children , they should literally close out from them all that the editorship of Schjellerup, it is stated that at the time of his

pertains to school until the opening next morning. A teacher observations the star Algol was reddish -an epithet applied also by

should be a teacher, not simply a mere hearer of recitations. him to the stars Antares, Aldebaran, and a few others. Most of

Lessons should be learnt and taught at school, never at home.” these exhibit a reddish aspect in the presentday . Algol, however,

appears at present as a white star, without any tinge of colour.

This change of colour is of great interest, and, indeed , highly sig

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND COMMENTS. nificant, when taken in connection with the fact that the apparent

brightness of Algol is subject to a periodical fluctuation of remark

In Botany, wehave to record theappearance of thelong -expected able and, in fact, inexplicable character. Spectroscopic analysis

book by Darwin on insectivorous plants. Although much hasbeen has most plausibly suggested that in many cases the established

written aboutsuch plantsboth in Europe and this country, the pre- variability in brightness of stars is due to such internal changes in

sentwork far surpasses any previous publication in the number and the body of the star as bring a different class of chemicals to the

variety ofthe experiments and theaccuracy of the results recorded. surface, giving rise thereby to a variation in intensity of the light,

The observations are confined principally to members of the a variation in its colour, and a change in the spectrum lines and

Droseraceæ and Lentibulariaceae, the greater part of the book bands. The observed changes in the colour of Algol, therefore,

being devoted to an account of experiments on Drosera rotundifolia are quite in accordance with this theory . It may be added that

(common sun-dew ), Dionæa muscipula (Venus's fly-trap), and Sûfi speaks of the great nebula in Andromeda as generally known

Utricularia neglecta. In the first-named plant the upper surface in his day, so that Simon Marius (1612) can no longer be considered

of the somewhat concave leaf blades is covered with glandular as its discoverer. Sûfi likewise records the position of the new

hairs, which secrete a sticky substance at their tips, by means of variable star near Alpha Virginis, which has been recently dis

which insects are caught. If an object is placed on the hairs in covered by Professor Schmidt, of Athens. Dr. Tempel, of Flo

the centre of the leaf, an impulse is communicated to the radial rence, calls attention to a nebula first discovered by him'in 1860,

hairs which causes them to bend over until their tips touch the which he considers without doubt to be variable. It is close to

object. If an object is placed on a hair remote from the centre, the star Merope, of the Pleiades, and can now be seen with a

the other hairs bend over toward it . At the same time that the telescope of four inches aperture.

hairs bend, the secretion from their tips increases in quantity and
The necessity of loosening the soil in the cultivation of root

becomes acid . The rapidity with which they converge over an crops is nicely illustrated by some experiments of Bretschneider

object is found to depend on the chemical character of the object on the growth of sugar-beets. It is well known that Knop, Sachs,

itself, nitrogenous bodies acting more powerfully than non-nitro- Wolff,and others have raised large and normally-developed plants,

No substances affect the hairs so strongly as salts particularly of corn, oats, barley , and buckwheat, not only in arti

of ammonia, and the amount of phosphate of ammonia required to ficial soils of pure quartz sand moistened with solutions containing .

cause the hairs to bend is so incredibly small that, were it not the essential soil ingredients of plant food, but also in such solu

for the accuracy of Darwin's record, one would be inclined to tions with no soil at all. In experiments with sugar-beets, how

doubt the fact. Bymeans of the secretion nitrogenous substances, as
ever, Bretschneider met with no success either in theartificial soils or

insects and pieces of meat, are softened and dissolved,whereas little in the solutions. Several repetitions of the experiments, in which

or no effect is produced on uon-nitrogenous substances. Although organicmatter and clayey substance in the form of artificially pre

the chemical analysis of the secretion is difficult, owing to the pared humus and zeolitic silicates were mixed with quartz sand,

small amount produced by any plant, judging by its power of dis- brought little better results, either in a glass house or in open air.

solving different substances, Darwin concludes that it is very Finally, after eight or nine annual trials, the effect of loosening

closely allied to, if not identical with , the gastric juice. After the soil was tested . Beets were grown in a mixture of quarty,

dissolving digestible matter which has been caught, the hairs sand and artificial zeolites moistened with the nutritive solutior ..
straighten themselves into their original position ; when an indi- The soil was stirred from time to time make room for the en

gestible body is caught, the hairs recover their position much more largement and penetration of the roots, and for access of at: 208
quickly. Whereas the hairs of Drosera are adapted for catching pheric oxygen . The result was a yield that could hardly bez ex

small insects by means of a sticky substance, the two lobes of the celled in the most favourable field culture.

leaves of Dionæa are furnished with three highly -sensitive hairs, MR. POCKINGTON states that he has examined by polarised light

which when touched cause the lobes to shut up quickly. The somespecimens of hardened glass prepared by himself according

margins of the lobes are furnished with teeth, which interlock as to De la Bastie's method . Having prepared a small cube in this

the lobes come together, and imprison any insect on the leaf, un manner, its sides were ground, planed, and polished, and on ex

less it be very small. Án acid secretion is then poured out by amination by the polariscopic apparatus it became at once evident

glands on the upper surface of the leaf, and digestion takes place that the contraction of the exterior of the mass must exert a
as in Drosera, but the process is more difficult to observe than in powerful compressing force upon the interior. The outer surface

the last-mentioned plant, since the leaf is folded together. In of the glass can be made, according to his experiments, nearly

both Drosera and Dionaea, although the hairs are sensitive when twice as hard as ordinary glass. On grinding away either surface

touched , they do not seem to be affected by falling drops of rain it is evidentthat the interior of the mass consists ofordinary glass,

or by strong currents of air. The species of Utricularia catch their being little, if at all, harder than before the application of De la

food by means of little traps on the leaves, and the insects caught Bastie's process, and subject to fracture in the ordinary way .

slowly putrefy . Frequent reference is made throughout the book There appears to be a limit beyond which the opposite surfaces

to experiments by Cauley, Mellichanho, and Mrs. Treat on Ame- cannot be unequally removed without producing such phenomena

rican species of insectivorous plants. as, under the polariscope, show the existence of unsymmetrical

LA COUR has devised a very ingenious use of the tuning-fork for tensions ; butthere is practically no limit beyond which both sur

transmitting signals on telegraph lines, which promises to become faces may not be simultaneously removed ,asis shown by dissolv

of greatimportance. It is based on the well-known fact that if a ing away the softer portions by means of hydrofluoric acid .

given fork be made to interrupt an electric circuit by its vibra
MR. W. WHITEHORN has communicated to the Physical Society

tions, and the intermittent current thus produced be passed of London some experiments on the electric conductivity of glass.

through a series of electro-magnets, each in connection with a fork He shows that, although a perfect non -conductor at ordinary tem

of different rate ,only that fork will be thrown into vibration which peratures, yet glass, when heated to redness, allows the electric

is in unison with the first one. Practically the time required to current to pass freely. Even at the temperature of boiling water,

do this is a small fraction of a second. The advantages of this a slight amount of electricity is conveyed by it. The resistance at

method are numerous . Not only maymany receiving instruments a temperature of 165° C. is nearly forty times that observed at a

at one station be operated, each by its own key , through a single temperature of 300 °. The glass used by Mr. Whitehorn contained

wire, but many different stations in the same circuit may be oxides of lead , thereby making it a better insulator than other

operated, that one alone receiving the message which has the re- kinds of glass.

quisite instrument. Moreover,many signals may in this way be
POISON OF TOBACCO. - Science has sped another dart at the peace

transmitted over the same wire at the same time, and many de- of the tobacco smoker. It has heretofore been made known that

spatches sentsimultaneously to as many stations. All this may be nicotine, hydrogen-sulphide, and cyanogen exist in the smoke of

done, too , without affecting the line for its ordinary use, and inde- tobacco ; but now Dr. Krause, of Annaberg, declares that he has

pendent of atmospheric and terrestrial currents. found in it carbonic oxide, a principle never before detected in

In reference to the variable colours of stars, we notice that in the substance. The quantity of the oxide and of carbonic acid

the Uranometria, composed in the middle of the tenth century by differs according to the kind of cigar used , and the way of filling

the Persian astronomer Al Súfi, and which has been recently pub- | the pipe, etc. The manner in which the smoke is drawn, whether
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says :- " He

by strong or weak inhalations, also influences the products by three months on the kittle .' In the welfare of the operatives of

affecting the combustion. From twelve experiments made by Dr. England he has always taken a profound, though an upostenta

Krause, it appears that the quantity of carbonic oxide varied from tious interest,and there are not a few poor families who have only

5.2 to 13.8 in 100 of smoke, the average being 9.3. As the con- been enabled to tide over a period of difficulty and distress by the

sumer of the weed never give out all the smoke, but takes a contributions of his purse.

portion of it into his lungs, a certain amount of carbonic oxide VICTOR Hugo, in reply to an invitation from the American rifle

poisoning is inevitable . " The more awkward the smoker," said team to be present at the Centennial celebration, says ::- “ I can

Dr. Krause, “ the more rapidly will the action of the carbonic not say whether I shall be able next year to accept your honour

oxide make itself felt ; hence the evil early studies in smoking, able invitation . I hope so, and most sincerely: ' I should be

the results of which are commonly ascribed to nicotine. happy to salute with you the grand date . July is an illustrious

month - it saw the Bastile fall in France and the Republic born in

NEWS AND NOTES.
America. I thank you most heartily , and shake your cordial

hands. "

Among the good things said ofGoethe on the recent anniversary

ONE of the Persian noblemen who accompanied the Shah on his of his birth it is strange to see so few allusions to his personal

European tour has given his countrymen an account of what came beauty . Of this his mother once wrote as follows : - " There

under his notice. of literary men , especially the critics, he says : skated my son Wolfgang like an arrow among the groups. The

“ What shocks one in these wits is that they do not make them- wind had reddened his cheeks and blown his hair. I threw him

selves useful in their country, and that they waste their talents on my crimson -furred cloak ; he fastened it up with the golden clasps

childish things. For instance, I found them disputing in an excit- in front, threw the train over his arm , and away he went over the

ing manner over a question of very meagre importance, namely , ice, like a son of the gods ! Anything so beautifulnever was seen ,
the reputation of an old Greek poet, whose native country or the and I clapped my hands with joy. " Lewis

timeof his death no one who has lived during the last two thou- reached Strasburg on the 2nd of April, 1770. He was now

sand years has been able to discover. Both sides admitted that turned to twenty, and a more magnificent youth never entered the

hewas an excellent poet ; the only question to be decided was Strasburg gates. He was likened to an Apollo ; when he entered

how much merit was to be attributed to him . God preserve me a restaurant, the people laid down their knives and forks to look

from ever bringing upon myself the enmity of the censors of this at him .” Pictures and busts give but a very feeble indication of

poet, whom a sojourn of two thousand years in the tomb has not thatwhich was most striking in his appearance. In stature he

been able to protect from hatred so implacable.” was above middle size, his presence imposing and majestic ; his.

Hans TAMMER, an Austrian, is exhibiting in Paris a canine head, with his liberal features and lustrous brown eyes, rested on

quartette. He has four dogs, and he has taught each dog to bark a finemuscular neck - indeed, he was noneof " Nature's journey

in two notes, and each dog's notes are different from those of the work .” .

other dogs. He thus commands eightnotes , and gives “ Le donne The Duke of Edinburgh has mastered the Russian language, and

mobile,” and other pieces. can now talk with Mrs. E. in her vernacular. It will make him

Of the late Mr. Benjamin Attwood, the giver of so many £ 1000 popular among theMuscovites.

cheques to charities, which excited so much comment and specula The following curious facts in reference to the great fortunes of

tion in London for many years, the following particulars are given : the Orleans princes appear in a recent French paper : By an edict

-He was of a Birmingham family, and some of his near connec of March 4 , 1661, Louis XIV . granted to his brother Philippe,

tions weremembers of a banking house long famous in that city Duke of Orleans, as an appanage, theduchies of Orleans, Valois,

under the style of Spooner and Attwood. Mr. Spooner was a and Chartres, and the seigneurie of Montargis. A declaration of

brother-in -law of William Wilberforce, and the house had a high April 25 , 1672, added the duchy of Nemours, counties of

roputation ; but it failed, and the event entailed terrible loss upon Dourdan and Ramorantin , and the marquisates of Coucy

a clientèle very little able to bear one. It has been thought that and Folembray ; and letters patent of February , 1692 , gave him

Mr. Attwood mightwell have bestowed some of his superfluous an adequate residence in the Palais Royal. The crown, July,

wealth in assisting these poor people ; but neither he nor his rela- 1740, granted to the duke the grand hotel of Ferrare at Fontain

tives appear to have taken that view . He married, but had no bleau. January 28, 1740, added to former grants. the county of

children , and at his death had long been a widower. A niece Soissons and the lands of Laon, Crespy and Noyon . An arrêté

whom he adopted married without his consent, and he never for- ofthe Council of State, September 16 , 1766 , increased the domains

gave her. She and her husband are living, highly respected , near of Moule, La Fere, Ham , and St. Gobain . Lastly, the canal of

Tottenham , Middlesex. It was his good fortune that people did Goury was granted him . Philippe Egalite, by his marriage in

not know how rich he was, and his efforts seem to have been suc- creased his fortune,but contracted heavy debts,ofwhich £ 1,880,000

cessfully directed to keeping them in ignorance on that point. He were paid by the State. On the execution of the duke, all his

usually attended a Baptist church , but a £ 1000 cheque to the possessions were confiscated, but on the return of the Bourbons,

Swedenborgian Society " for the purchase of works to distribute they restored to the Duchess-Dowager of Orleans, the Duke of

amongministers of the various denominations” points to a sym- Orleans, and his sister, such of their properties as had not been

pathy with Swedenborgianism . Mr. Attwood's gifts are said to sold . In 1821 the domains and forests belonging to the duke con

have been much exaggerated , but they could scarcely have been tained 184,137 acres, scattered through nine departments, and

less than £ 20,000 a year. worth £6,000,000. The forests of the duchess-dowager were

A PLEASANTand elaborate sketch of Lord Alfred Paget occurs scattered through twelve departments, 118,900 acres, and were.

in our clever contemporary , the London World : - “ The mere worth £ 3,800,000. Palaces and châteaux, £800,000 ; and the

mention of the name of Lord Alfred Pagetmust recall to everyone total is £ 10,600,000. When the millard -franc indemnity was

a host of pleasant memories and welcome associations. Who is granted to the émigrés, the shares of the Duke of Orleans and b'is

there that is not familiar with his genial presence — the tall , loosely sister were £646,789. In 1830 it appears from authentic doc:u

knit form , the honest, deeply -glowing countenance, the natural, ments that the total fortune of the Orleans family amourated to

open manner that almost seems suggestive of the briny freshness £ 15,929,987 ; since 1830 the death of the last of the Condés bias

of the sea which he loves so well, the voice and the sentiments added £ 3,600,000. Between 1830 and 1848 the family received from

that proclaim the kindest, freest, and frankest of men ? Lord the nation, as civil list, dotation of the Duke of Orleans, dowry of

Alfred Paget is the oldest personal servant of the Queen . From the Queen of the Belgians, and so on, an aggregate sum close upon_

1846 to 1858 he was chief equerry, and since the latter of these £13,000,000 sterling. Louis Philippe lived very economically ,

dates he has occupied the post of Clerk Marshal. Born of a race and the £ 20,000,000 of private fortune must in those eighteen

which has distinguished itself from generation to generation both years havebeen largely increased.

in the field and the council-chamber, Lord Alfred has been a sol AFTER nearly two centuries a very curious relic has been dis

dier and a senator. He served in the Guards, and formore than covered of the residence in London of Peter the Great. In the

a quarter of a century - from 1837 to 1865 - he represented Lich- house in Tower-street in which he worked as a lock -smith and

field in the House of Commons. Like the Duke of Sutherland, wood-carver a sideboard and wrought-iron chest have come to

like the Prince of Wales, like many more highly placed men, Lord light, undoubtedly the Czar's own handiwork , since they are

Alfred Paget has been as devoted to driving engines as others of described as such with great minuteness in the London Gazette

his family have been, and are, to driving four-in-hand. Travelling of 1698. They were disinterred from the lumber-room in which

one day with someof the royalties, he was espied standing on the they have so long reposed by Mr. Stanislaus, a Pole, and have

platform by one of the regular charioteers of the iron road . been purchased by a Russian nobleman for presentation to his

Hullo ! presently sounded forth a voice from the company of Emperor, who will doubtless place them with the other relics of

stokers, ' Lord Alfred , how are you ? We haven't seon you for Peter the Great at Moscow . There are monarchs as despotic


